Have it Your Way! - Retreat Options
At Bed and Breakfast & Retreat Center we realize retreat groups are unique. Our goal is to give hosts
options to best suit their needs. For previous hosts, this is a completely new concept with pricing
options with or without breakfast and all five bedrooms for THREE NIGHTS in the basic pricing.
BASIC PLAN $1,960 + 6% hotel tax* up to 10 people
5 Bedrooms – (entire house) 3/nights Check-in 1pm Thursday – Check-out 3pm Sunday
Provided: Coffee, bottled water
$110* for each additional person up to 16 persons
DISCOUNT: $100 discount for weekday retreats (Monday-Thursday nights)
BASIC PLUS PLAN –$2,280 + 6% hotel tax* up to 10 people includes breakfast, complimentary
beverages
5 Bedrooms – (entire house) 3/nights Check-in 1pm Thursday – Check-out 3pm Sunday
Coffee, bottled water
$140* for each additional person up to 16 persons
DISCOUNT: $100 discount for weekday retreats (Monday-Thursday nights)
NOTE: The more guests added above the 10 minimum, the less average cost per person. A host may
want to factor her own expenses into the overall cost. For example: A group of 13 persons: $1,960 +
($110 x 13) = $2,290 divided by 12 (so host expense is covered) = $190.83 ($63.61 per night.)
MEALS
Host may choose to cater or provide meals. We are happy to provide catering and dining options for the
Wimberley area. In order to keep our rates from increasing, for hosts who wish to use our kitchen, we
ask that food be brought in ready to heat and serve as much as possible. This will help reduce additional
utility expenses, septic system and labor. We also ask that groups use the full-size refrigerator in the
Gathering Room and not the one in the kitchen.
The Retreat Pricing is based on our anticipated expenses for cleaning for a typical crafting retreat. Hosts
should protect furnishings and floors from craft paints and excessive amount of debris from arts such as
fiber art, rug hooking, and quilting threads to avoid an additional cleaning fee.

